ORDER FORM
To order any of our products DIRECTLY through us, via the mail, please print out this ORDERFORM and send a check or
money order (in US Dollars only) to 'NILAIHAH RECORDS' for the amount of your order and the products you wish to
purchase to:

NILAIHAH RECORDS
P.O. Box 82614
Columbus, OH 43202 USA

send to:______________________
______________________
______________________

All prices are listed in US Dollars with shipping and handling extra. Shipping is: $2 for the first CD in the US; $3 for the first
CD in Canadian; $6 for the first order in Europe and beyond. For extra CD’s. please add $2 per additional CD or t-shirt
ordered. For orders of 2 or more, please email us for shipping rates at order@nilaihah.com depending on the order
amount. Orders are usually filled within 5-7 days for checks (to allow for clearance) and 2-3 days for money orders. Every
order receives free stickers and postcards.
For credit card orders, please visit our website by ordering through CCNow at http://www.nilaihah.com/catalog.htm.
PAY PAL
You can now order via Pay Pal. It'
s secure and simple. Chose the CD(s) you wish to order and send the total amount for
both the CD(s) and shipping (if applicable) plus a list of the products you wish to purchase to our PayPal account at
kristy@nilaihah.com. All prices are listed in US Dollars with shipping and handling slightly extra. $2 for the first CD in the
US; $3 for the first CD in Canadian; $6 for the first order in Europe and beyond.
POLICIES
1. All sales are final. Do not return a purchase simply because you "don'
t like it." The ONLY CD'
s that can be returned are
those that are faulty due to CD pressing (skips, etc) or if we shipped an incorrect CD. If this has occured, please contact
Nilaihah Records at order@nilaihah.com so we can resolve the situation.
2. We are not responsible for how the post office or shipping carrier treats packages in transit. When we ship your CD from
Nilaihah Records, we make sure that it leaves with a perfect jewel case. If you receive a cracked jewel case, we apologize,
but it cannot be returned or exchanged. You may request an empty jewel case with your next order. Again, we do our best to
ship your order in a safe manner, but we cannot control the postal system from throwing around your package.
3. We are NOT responsible for stolen mail and will not replace your CD'
s. If you are concerned about your packages'safe
arrival, we can send it with delivery confirmation or add insurance to the package. We strongly suggest this if you have had a
history of stolen or disappearing mail. Just email us for more information and pricing. order@nilaihah.com
4. Because of credit card fraud over the internet, you may be contacted directly by Nilaihah Records to verify your
information. This is only a precaution for all parties involved.
5. If you have any more questions or comments, please contact us at the address below. After all, we are here to cater to
you.
Thank you for your support and patronage!

Nilaihah Records
P.O. Box 82614
Columbus, OH 43202 USA
order@nilaihah.com

Compact Discs

nr037

nr036

nr035

nr034

nr033

nr032

nr031

INTERFACE – Destination Focus – Interface is back and stronger than ever! This 7track EP focusing around the track “Destination” features 3 brand new tracks, plus
exclusive remixes by State of the Union, Mindless Faith and Code 64. All tracks are
exclusive to this EP so get yours before the limited pressing is sold out!

8.00

NILAIHAH RECORDS / Dance Music Sampler 2008 CD
Yes, that'
s right...Nilaihah Records has released a promotional CD of continuous
dance tracks for ! So if you'
ve always wanted to check out these label and the bands,
this is your chance to hear 16 amazing songs! Hurry, these won't last!

3.00

UNHEILIG - Puppenspiel - The arrival of the German phenomena Unheilig in
the States has come! Their perfect concoction of electronic and rock has
enthralled thousands of European fans since 2000. With his cool charisma and
mesmerizing vocals, vocalist “Der Graf” has entranced legions of listeners. Now,
with the help of Nilaihah Records, Unheilig extends their spell to America. Look
to be blown away by their most polished CD to date, "Puppenspiel!"

14.00

GASR – Reptile - GASR are back, with their stunning sophomore release!
Imagine '
Survival of the Fittest'amped up, polished and mixed with heavy doses
of political angst. A polemic with teeth, this album steps away from the sunny
themes found on their debut, opting instead for an even gloomier, uncomfortably
intimate record meant as a provocative, thoughtful and violent reaction to life in
post-9/11 America. Once again, they combines elements of dark Electro,
Industrial, and even hints of harsh EBM without sacrificing melody.

12.00

THE AZOIC – Re:Illumination [the mixes] - Take several remixes (from
Illuminate), add many genres of electro, tons of awesome bands and throw in new
12.00
(and exclusive) tracks from The Azoic. What do you get? A uniquely diverse and
captivating disc...
NULL DEVICE – Excursions - Building on concepts explored in their previous
releases, Null Device returns with deeper explorations into their blend of angular
electronica and various elements of world music. Instrumentations and styles
from India, Persia, and the Middle East blend with a mix of breakbeat, techno,
downtempo and even electro dance. Their finest release to date, so immerse
yourself into beats, melodies, and atmospheres that you won'
t soon forget...

nr030

12.00

Various Artists - FOURPLAY vol. 1 - This amazing "compilation" of 4 Nilaihah
bands with 4 tracks each, aptly titled '
FOURPLAY'
, took quite a while to complete.
12.00
But we can easily say it was definitely worth the wait! XP8, GHOST & WRITER
(Frank Spinath of Seabound/The Weatherman), GASR and INTERFACE all join
to each offer 4 brand new tracks; 16 total.

CONETIK – Kube Musik - If you loved '
Carbon Elektriq'
, this new release will
blow you away! We'
ve imported this baby from overseas and cannot wait to hear
the US reaction. It'
s breathtaking! 14 tracks total.
fact3067-2

Cost

Import
CD
14.00

FROZEN PLASMA – Artificial - From the ashes of NamNamBulu arise one of the
most talked about electro bands of 2006. Vasi Vallis (NamNamBulu and Reaper) joins
forces with singer Felix Marc (Diorama). Their first single '
Hypocrite,'was released in
12.00
late 2005 with a bang! The band has already confirmed a tour with In Strict Confidence
and 4 European festivals!

Quantity

Total

nr029

nr028

tin026

nr026

DISTORTED REALITY – Daydreams & Nightmares - Distorted Reality are back
- and with a stronger presence than ever! They took their already amazing sound,
finessed it and experimented, defying genres. '
Daydreams and Nightmares'takes
the listener through a 16 track journey and includes guest vocals by Julia Beyer of 12.00
Technoir and Andreas Meyer of Forma Tadre plus a cover of "Rebel Yell"
(originally by Billy Idol) and remixes by In Strict Confidence, Agonoize, Das Ich,
Daniel Myer and Dust of Basement.
INTERFACE – Beyond Humanity - New York’s Interface combines elements of
darker EBM, trance, and industrial, all with a melodic, emotional edge. These
tracks will grab you, hook you and make you dance! Imagine Funker Vogt,
Kraftwerk, Assemblage 23 and cut.rate.box all rolled into one. Plus, with
remixes by Combichrist, Stromkern, Assemblage 23, Imperative Reaction
and (well known trance DJ) Sean Tyas, how can you go wrong?

12.00

INTERFACE - ANGELS IN DISGUISE - New York’s Interface broke into the electro
limelight with their sophomore effort Angels in Disguise, originally released by Tinman
Records in July 2002. Melody combines with club sensibility to produce such songs as
“Wasted Time”, “Temperature”, “Ability”, and the title track, inspiring comparisons to
VNV Nation, Covenant, and Assemblage 23. Once Tinman folded in 2005, Nilaihah
acquired the album from Tinman’s inventory, and now passes along a great value to
you –15 tracks and 71 minutes of music for only $12 (includes postage!)

10.00

MUSCLE AND HATE - A Tribute to Nitzer Ebb - The new project comprised of
Sebastian R. Komor (of Icon of Coil, Monofader, Moonitor fame), one of the
best electro producers to date, and Doulas McCarthy-esque vocalist Paul Toohill
(of XP8). An outstanding collection of cover versions of one of the most popular
Industrial/Electro bands off all time: NITZER EBB.Now, you can hear the most
popular Nitzer Ebb tracks with a modern yet powerful twist. This album is so
infectious, it'
s almost as if Nitzer Ebb has resurged...

9.00

ENDANGER – Eternalizer - Endanger'
s European is now being re-released with
bonus tracks and surprise remixes of "Puls des Lebens" by SYRIAN, "No
Transmission" by "LastraX", "Like a Crowd" by HECQ and "Light Desolves" by
ENDANGER trance side project "Alphaluna". All this plus a brand new
unreleased track and new artwork complete w/ lyrics! Imported and released by
fact 3041-2
Infacted Recordings

Import
CD
14.00

XP8 - Hrs:Min:Sec CD - Italian Industrial Dance with pounding beats, pumping
electro power hooks and true grit with strong similarities to Icon of Coil and
Nitzer Ebb! This album, "Hrs:Min:Sec", was produced by Sebastian Komor of
Icon of Coil. If you'
ve ever heard their music before, imagine a HUGE growth by
this young band!

12.00

INVISIBLE BALLET - Escaping Light - Striking female fronted electro pop with
gorgeous melodies and powerful hooks. This stunning band features production
by Ryan Coseboom and Count of Halou (formerly of Nettwerk Records). For fans
of Delerium, Claire Voyant, Assemblage 23, Curve, VNV Nation and Iris.

12.00

12.00

nr023

CONETIK – Carbon Elektriq v2.0 - Imagine futuristic trance-pop that is so
catchy, you'
re immediately addicted! Smooth, sexy vocals and infectious club
beats created by _andreas and stain, the talented duo from Oslo, Norway. Take
trance, turn it on it'
s head, mix in the Chemical Brothers, the Pet Shop Boys
and shake it up! Yes, you'
ll be taken too...

12.00

nr022

GASR – Survival of the Fittest - The highly anticipated debut of a band that started a
strong following from mere compilation appearances. '
Survival of the Fittest'combines
elements of dark Electro, Industrial, harsh EBM and even a hint of Synthpop with
slightly distorted male vocals to create 11 amazing tracks + a special hidden bonus
track. For fans of Skinny Puppy, Flesh Field, Tear Garden, and Evil's Toy.

nr025

nr024

nr021

LIQUID DIVINE – Interface - Mix elements of Haujobb, Front Line Assembly, Recoil
(Alan Wilder), Kraftwerk and even a little Tear Garden (Skinny Puppy) to try and
crack the complexity of this amazingly talented band. Modern, original electronic beats 12.00
that transition and weave through several styles and genres into one very strong and
cohesive debut!

12.00

nr019

ENDANGER - Addicted to the Masses - After releasing the highly regarded
'
Motion:Reloaded'and '
Eternalizer,'Endanger are back with their third studio album
and best release to date! '
Addicted to the Masses'is a fresh wave of modern, catchy
electropop tunes that span from club hits to ballads. 16 amazing tracks with remixes
from Assemblage 23, Massiv in Mensch, NamNamBulu and Hecq. If you like
De/Vision, Wolfsheim, Iris or Covenant, check out Endanger!

12.00

nr018

THE AZOIC – Illuminate - The follow-up to their successful '
Forward’ and '
Conflict'
releases, '
Illuminate'returns with a further cultivation of The Azoic'
s sound and style
that will leave you wanting more! A solid blend of electronic dance (encompassing
everything from trance to futurepop, industrial, techno, and synthpop). 12 passionate
dance tracks, including a cover of Animotion'
s 80'
s hit "Obsession" featuring a guest
appearance from Frank Spinath of Seabound!

12.00

nr015

BLIND FAITH AND ENVY – The Charming Factor - A stunning female fronted
Synthpop band with strong melodies and catchy vocals that is reminiscent of Depeche
Mode but retains a bold style all their own. Add hints of a modern day Erasure and Tori
Amos and their infectious hooks will make them shine above the rest! Look for their
debut in April 2004.

nr013

nr012

nr011

nr010

nr009

nr008

NULL DEVICE – A Million Different Moments - A mature collection of songs that
explore various cultures, styles, and instrumentation. Weave Middle Eastern influences
and guitar to their beloved and intelligent Synthpop sound and you will only scratch the
12.00
surface of what you'
ll explore in these intricately created dance ballads. A must for fans
of New Order, Depeche Mode, Delerium, Conjure One, Natasha Atlas and Talvin
Singh.
FICTION 8 – Forever, Neverafter – The highly anticipated follow-up to ‘Chaotica’ with
a more polished sound and stronger programming. Complete with hooks, melodies,
violin, and male and female vocals, this CD covers a lot of new ground, but retains the
sound they are loved for.

12.00

THE AZOIC – Conflict [EP] – The return of The Azoic after their successful ‘forward’
release with the dancefloor hit “Conflict”. Includes 8 tracks with remixes by Iris, Massiv
in Mensch, Imperative Reaction, Negative Format, System Syn, and Icon of Coil side
project CombiChrist + multimedia video.

8.00

DISTORTED REALITY – The Fine Line Between Love and Hate - Sultry female
vocals seemed flawlessly with driving electronics that vary from straight EBM dance to
poetic ballads. Featuring Martha, the vocalist from '
Deep Red'
, with 15 amazing tracks
including remixes by Assemblage 23, Propaganda, Noyce TM, Forma Tadre, Null
Device, Sabotage, and cut.rate.box.

12.00

BACKLASH – Impetus – the North American release of this amazing Electronic Pop
band who Swedish release (also entitled ‘Impetus’) was nominated for best album of
2001 at the Swedish Alternative Music Awards. Soothing female vocals, Trip Hop,
Drum ‘n Bass, and Kraftwerk influences have made this Swedish trio stand out.

12.00

NULL DEVICE - Sublimation – The debut release from this melodic Synth Pop band
with soothing vocals and strong Industrial dance beats. Includes a remix by Stromkern
and a cover of The Smiths’ “There is a Light”. A must have for fans of Depeche Mode,
The Smiths, Iris, B! Machine and Synth Pop lovers.

12.00

nr007

nr006

DISSONANCE - Reincarnate – deep rich female vocals merged with darkwave pop,
creative hooks, and amazing production. A must have sophomore release from this
talented duo who were first discovered by Information Society. Also includes a cover
of The Beatles’ classic, “Eleanor Rigby”.

12.00

THE AZOIC - forward… – female fronted Industrial Dance/EBM that is making wave
all over the world. This new album captures their 3-year evolution since their last
12.00
release with catchy melodies, powerful lyrics, and amazing remixes by Assemblage 23,
Fiction 8, Flesh Field, and Oneiroid Psychosis.
FICTION 8 - Chaotica - By far the most melodic dark Synth pop I have ever heard,
and this is a CD that outshines almost everything else I have heard this year. The disc
kicks off with a wonderful track '
Let Go'that I can'
t seem to get out of my head, it gets
things started in style with an irresistible beat and wonderful atmospherics, culminating
in possibly THE dance floor song of 2000!” -- OUTBURN magazine

12.00

VARIOUS ARTISTS - Resistor (Nilaihah Records/Arts Industria) – Electronic dance
CD of the top EBM, Industrial, and Darkwave artists featuring tracks from Bio-Tek,
Fiction 8, Heavy Water Factory, Attrition, Magenta, TNV w/ Athan Maroulis, Inertia,
Advent Sleep w/ Anita Haxsaw, This Ascension, Autumn, the Machine in the Garden,
Distorted Reality, God Module, The Strand, Manhole Vortex, Oneiroid Psychosis, and
The Azoic. 8 tracks with female vocals and 17 tracks in all!

8.00

T-shirt – NamNamBulu – M, L, and XL – short sleeve 100% black cotton with “Expansion” logo in
blue/white on front and NamNamBulu logo in white on back.

15.00

Baby Tee – NamNamBulu – M only –100% cotton black baby-tee with “Expansion” logo in
blue/white on front and NamNamBulu logo in white on back.

15.00

T-shirt – Interface – M, L, and XL – short sleeve 100% black cotton with “Interface” logo in white
on front and “www.interfacemusic.net” in white on back.

15.00

Baby Tee – Interface – M and L – 100% cotton black baby-tee with “Interface” logo in white on
front and “www.interfacemusic.net” in white on back.

15.00

T-shirt – The Azoic – L and XL – short sleeve 100% black cotton with white/blue band and CD
name on front, with blue "Illuminate" CD artwork and quote "it seems so easy to recognize, after all
this time..." on back.

15.00

Baby Tee– The Azoic – M only –100% cotton black baby-tee with The Azoic – “Illuminate” logo in
white/blue on front.

15.00

nr005

nr004

T-shirts

NEW AZOIC T-SHIRTS COMING SOON!
Free stickers and postcards also available with orders.

Total:

